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Date of transcription 10/07 72011

Dixon, CA, telephone^
born of[

J was interviewed in the
iront yard of the residence where he presently rents a room from an

| 1
Also present during the interview

were two (T) uniformed police officers from the Dixon (CA) Police
and Ofc. £Department, Ofc

was advised of the names and official identities of everyone
]

~| was patpresent as well as the nature of the interview,
searched for weapons by Task Force Officer (TFO)
told he was not under arrest. Due to the circumstances of the

SA[

]and

contact, verbally advised

Q

]of his Miranda rights
from an FBI' "ADVICE OF RIGHTS” card (FD-395) . After being read his

[advi sed he understood his rights
thereafter provided

Miranda rights by SA
and was willing to provide a statement,
the following information.

admitted he recently sent an e-mail to Senator
Barbara Boxer in which he Ihrsai-finsd to kill hpr. He sent the e-
mail from a computer at I

T&t
the time l I drafted and sent the e-mail he knew it was wrong to
threaten to kill anyone, including a United States Senat nr: however
he still authored and sent the threat to Senator Boxer.
acknowledged during the few seconds he drafted and sent the e-mail
he was angry with Senator Boxer, but he had no intentions to carry
out the threat. I I also recalled sending threatening e-mails to
Senator Boxer sometime in the Spring of 2011. He could not recall
the exact details; however, he recalled sending them from a

sent the most recent e-mail to Senator Boxer
because he heard voices in his head that were telling him that
Senator Boxer was "trying to seduce him to change his sex
affiliation". stated he has brief periods of "bursts of
anger" that make him want to do things he never intends to carry
out . When asked when the last time he heard voices in his head,

I ~baid it was a few seconds before he was approached by the
interviewing agents, Task Force Officer and police officers. When
asked what the voices were saying. said the voices were
saying something about Dover, Air Force Base, but he was unsure
what the voices were suggesting, if anything.
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|
I explained in 2002 he was diagnosed as an

~l and was prescribed the medication
to treat hi s condition. Approximately one (1) year ago

I stopped taking hi d p&caiisa. his health insurance
would not cover the cost of the |

shots, which he
described as more effective than the pills. His health insurance
would only pay for th^ [pills, which he would forget .to

take from time to time. When
| d did take the pills he explained

the medication caused his mood to "go up and down" and he did not
like how it made him feel. I 1 was unemployed and his primary
source of income was Social Security Disability Insurance. I I

would also do odd jobs to make a little extra money as well.

room located i

Prior to that!

Ihas been living at
|

Prior to thatl | lived with
|

| tor approximate,

:| I lived with!

for the past

in a sma.

was no longer on any form of]
I was discharged fromU

being supervise
transferred to[

originally was
lis case was

|
does not own a vehicle and he does not drive. His

primary source of transportation is his bicycle. I I claimed he
did not own or possess any weapons (firearms, explosives or
knives)

.

one neaitn care proressionais i Iwouid assisi
back on his medication, possibly free of charge.

±>er to
|

and told

|

|
to get

SA
[

lexplained to|
|
he must refrain from

threatening anyone, via any medium (telephone, internet, etc..)
since i t is a violation of federal and state law to do so. SA

further advised that a conviction for making threats to kill
or harm anyone could result in a prison sentence. I I advised he
understood, would get back on his medication and he would refrain
from making any further threats.




